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In recent years, the synthetic cannabinoid ‘Spice’ has received a lot of attention as a particularly prominent street drug used 
within Manchester’s homeless communities. But beyond the horrifying photos capturing vulnerable members of our society 
collapsed on the street and the dehumanising headlines labelling users as ‘zombies’, very little of the media is actually informing 
us about the work that is tackling this UK-wide issue.  Dr Oliver Sutcliffe and PC Andy Costello will discuss this issue; explain 
their novel strategy for reducing the harm caused by street drugs, and the current work of the MANchester DRug Analysis and 
Knowledge Exchange (MANDRAKE) partnership.  This talk will highlight how this unique partnership between Greater 
Manchester Police and Manchester Metropolitan University – has pioneered rapid, robust and cost-effective chemical analysis 
and technologies to deliver harm-reduction/intelligence sharing within the Greater Manchester Region to safeguard some of 
the most vulnerable members of our community. 
 
Dr Oliver Sutcliffe has over twenty years research experience in pharmaceutical chemistry in both an academic and industrial 
environment. He is the author of 68 research articles, 16 international patents and has contributed to risk assessment/specialist 
reports for the ACMD, EMCDDA, UNODC and WHO. Dr Sutcliffe’s research interests lie principally in the synthesis, detection 
and quantification of new/emerging psychoactive substances used regularly on recreational drug markets.  His recent work, 
with both national and international law enforcement, has focused on the synthesis and development of new field-deployable 
methods/technologies for the detection of psychoactive drugs including synthetic cannabinoids (or Spice).  In addition to his 
academic role, Dr Sutcliffe leads the MANchester DRug Analysis and Knowledge Exchange (MANDRAKE) partnership, as part of 
the Greater Manchester Drugs Early Warning System. Based at Manchester Metropolitan University, MANDRAKE is the first 
and only permanent, publically funded and licenced city-centre testing facility in England.  Since 2016, the team has 
collaborated with local stakeholders (police, custodial, festival/NTE and policy makers) to facilitate robust, legally compliant, 

cost-effective drug analysis for both harm reduction and intelligence, across the Greater Manchester Region. 
 
More information including publications can be obtained here: 
https://www.mmu.ac.uk/health-psychology-and-communities/staff/o_sutcliffe   
 
PC Andrew Costello has served with Greater Manchester Police for 17 years as both a City Centre neighbourhood officer and 
more recently as the force Drugs Early Warning System and Licensing Lead at GMP HQ. As a neighbourhood officer, he has had 
first-hand experience of the devastating effects of Spice on vulnerable users and this led him to co-develop the MANDRAKE 
partnership with Manchester Metropolitan University. As part of his current role, Andy coordinates GMPs role within 
MANDRAKE and has led the embedding of the process within the force’s forensic pathway to support the GM Drugs Early 
Warning System and reduce drug related harms across the city region. He has also delivered presentations to the APPG on NPS 
and to the ACMD on Spice and other synthetic cannabinoids. 
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